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Meeting Report - January 11, 2017
Minutes of the BBMFC January 11, 2017 Meeting
Item
Discussion
Action
Meeting called to order
Attendance
Minutes





Financial report





by President Chris Brownhill at 7:35 pm
13 members and guests were present
Acceptance of the minutes of the November
2016 meeting as published on the BBMFC
web-site was moved by Keith Morgan and
seconded by Len Bourel – carried
Treasurer Naomi Macklem reported that the
Club’s coffers stand at $2,184.65 (same as
last meeting due to timing of bank
statements).
Acceptance of the Treasurer’s report was
moved by Keith Morgan and seconded by Chris
Hubbard – carried.

Club Business
Field permits



Stunt Team Trials for
World Championships



January 1st “Fun Fly”



Sport Race



Chris noted that all of the permit applications
required by the City (field, contest) have
been submitted. After completing the forms
in pdf format (a rather onerous task), Chris
was advised that an alternative electronic
format was required and he had to reprise his
effort.
John McFayden summarized the benefits of
competing for the stunt team trials and Chris
and Len provided anecdotes extolling the level
of competition and the atmosphere of the
World Championships.
Chris congratulated the participants of the
January 1st “Fun Fly” on their fortitude but
noted that he had been at the field and had
to leave again before anyone else arrived.
Chris advised that a discussion was necessary
to confirm the future format of the Sport
Race event. He suggested a meeting soon to
be able to implement any changes before the
T&D. If the Sport Race event is not
continued, a substitute event such as Jim
Walker or “B” Goodyear with stock OS .15 LA
engines and Sig Goodyear kits was suggested.
If racing is to be continued as an event, a
common pool of engines was suggested with
fliers supplying a new, broken-in engine for
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Meeting on sport
racing to be
convened by Chris.

Christmas Brunch



Club 60th Anniversary






the pool and picking one of the pool engines
out of a hat to fly the contest.
Chris indicated that a good time was had by
all at the Christmas brunch and everyone
agreed that the venue, food, and service were
up to the occasion.
Chris mentioned that he had some 1947/1948
plans for the planned Vintage Scale event.
Bill Bowmer indicated that he had found
several books of plans (available from PAMPA)
with plans from 1957, the Club’s year of
inception.
John McFayden indicated he had worked with
Stuart Henderson on Balsa Beaver
Anniversary T-shirts that could be produced
for $15 per shirt. He showed the members a
logo design that had its roots in the original
Club logo and suggested a medium blue colour
for the shirt. Chris suggested that those
desiring a shirt (or two) be prepared to prepay at the February meeting. Chris suggested
this information and an order form be placed
on the website and that orders would be
taken at the February meeting.

Doug Blackmore to
place information
on the T-shirts and
an order from on
the Club website.
Members to
complete an order
from and submit
with payment at
the February Club
meeting.

Adjournment
Adjournment of the meeting was moved by
Doug Blackmore and seconded by Len Bourel carried
Special feature – Heli Hula contest (3rd annual)
 The objective of this contest is to fly a palm-sized helicopter from a starting helipad,
through a hoop, past a line, back through the hoop, landing back at the helipad.
 Everyone was able to conduct a practice flight and various degrees of control (or lack
thereof) were achieved despite copious amounts of body English. It appeared that air
currents, possibly resulting from the large glass windows overlooking the arena, were having
some impact on these miniature machines.
 Thanks to Keith Morgan who supplied the hula hoop suitably supported on his cat’s scratching
post (thanks to the cat for making such a noble sacrifice – wonder what it was scratching
during the meeting???)
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Contest results (fastest time wins):
Contestant
Chris Brownhill
Doug Blackmore
Keith Morgan
Len Bourel
Paul Emmerson
Rob Pringle
Chris Hubbard
Allan Diamond

Flight
1
Att
0:40
0:53
1:07
1:37
0:53
1:18
0:55

time
2
4:07
1:32
0:21
1:07
Att
1:02
1:58
0:59

Place

2nd
1st

3rd

The three placing flyers received a certificate while Allan Diamond received honourable mention
and a tin of cookies
1st – Keith Morgan
2nd Doug Blackmore
3rd Rob Pringle
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Special Feature – Vintage Scale Plans
This month, some more vintage scale plans that would likely be suitable for the proposed vintage
scale contest (prospective builders should confirm the plan dates although I believe these meet
the pre-1970’s criterion for the kit/plan bonus points). All or most of these were downloaded
from one of the following three sites – AeroFred, HipPocketAeronautics, or Outerzone and many
plans are available as full-size pdf files.

Hall Racer

Bristol Beaufighter

Laird Turner/Pesco Special
North American Texan/Harvard

Culver Cadet
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Meeting Report - February 8, 2017
Minutes of the BBMFC February 8, 2017 Meeting
Item
Discussion
Action
Meeting called to order
Attendance
Minutes





Financial report





by President Chris Brownhill at 7:43 pm
10 members and 5 guests were present.
Acceptance of the minutes of the January
2017 meeting as published on the BBMFC
web-site was moved by John Mc Fayden and
seconded by Ted Smietana – carried
Treasurer Naomi Macklem reported (in
absentia) that the Club’s coffers stand at
$2,276.52.
Acceptance of the Treasurer’s report was
moved by Chris Brownhill and seconded by Bill
Bowmer – carried.

Club Business
Future of the sport
race event



April meeting



Building/beauty contest



Club t-shirts



Chris advised that he is planning a meeting
scheduled for around February 18 to discuss
the future format/rules for this event.
Members that normally fly in the event are
welcome to attend provided.
Next meeting (March) will be the last in the
arena until further notice due to an upcoming
renovation. Chris brought up the question of
how the annual building/beauty contest
should be accommodated. An alternative
venue will be investigated – Chris will check
with his church although Wednesdays are not
available. Bill Bowmer will check with his
church. Tuesday and Thursday will also be
investigated as possible dates if Wednesday
is not possible.
Chris will arrange a special prize for models
entered in the April beauty/building contest
that were designed on or before 1957
John McFayden collected orders and money
for the Club T-shirts with the order to be
placed following the meeting.

Adjournment


Meeting adjournment was moved at 8:05 pm
by John McFayden and Bill Bowmer –carried.
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Chris and Bill will
investigate their
churches as
possible venues and
confirm the date.

Special feature – Show’n’Tell
 Jack Nagao presented a Musciano-designed
pusher/canard nearing completion. The
design was named “Feet First” and was
featured in the May 1947 Model Craftsman
magazine.
 The original was powered with an Atwood .60
to compete in speed contests – Jack’s
version is slimmed down, enlarged, and
powered with an OS LA .15.
 Jack expressed some reservations over the
location of the centre of gravity as it was
not shown on the plans. Chris cautioned that
“these things are not normal” and should be
set up to err towards nose-heaviness rather
than tail-heaviness.
 Despite the rampant discouragement and
skepticism expressed by miscellaneous Club
members concerning the configuration, Jack
confirmed his intention to proceed with
finishing and attempting to fly the aircraft.
Special feature – Great Glider Gala
 Three classes were flown in this annual event: Junior, Novice, and Open. As is typical for this
event, the “target” was a styrofoam backdrop with a cross taped on it. The open contestants
launched from a line further from the target than that for the Junior and Novice
contestants. Judging was ably conducted by Victor and John. Attendance was slightly down
from past years but this is still one of the most hotly contested Club events.
 The winners were presented certificates by President Chris Brownhill.

Junior

1 Oscar Kowalewski (centre)
2 Daniel Styczen (left)
3 Dominika Kowalewska (right)

Novice

1 Barbara Styczen (right)
2. Cris Signori (left)
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Open

1. Ted Smietana (centre)
2. Paul Emmerson (right)
3. Chris Brownhill (left)
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Special feature –more vintage scale plans – The full-size pdf version of all of these plans
can be found on the Hip Pocket Aeronautics, Aerofred, or Outerzone websites.

Brewster Buffalo
(.15 - .30 engine)

P 40
A Musciano plan (.35 engine)

Piper Pawnee
(.19 - .29 engine)

Wittman Bonzo
(.23 - .33 engine)
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Meeting Report - March 8, 2017
Minutes of the BBMFC March 8, 2017 Meeting
Item
Discussion
Action
Meeting called to order
Attendance
Minutes





Financial report




by President Chris Brownhill at 7:32 pm
14 members and guests were present.
Acceptance of the minutes of the February
2017 meeting as published on the BBMFC
web-site was moved by Naomi Macklem and
seconded by John McFayden – carried
Treasurer Naomi Macklem reported that
the Club’s coffers stand at $2,472.49.
Acceptance of the Treasurer’s report was
moved by Chris Hubbard and seconded by
Bill Bowmer – carried.

Club Business


Chris summarized the discussion at the
recent meeting to discuss the future of the
Sport Race event. Following from the
discussion at that meeting, the following
rules were proposed for a replacement
event – LA .15 Scale Racing (The following
summary of the rules is unofficial). The
complete proposed rules and a scale diagram
of the OS LA .15 engine can be found on the
BBMFC website)
o OS LA .15 engines will be distributed at
the beginning of the race and collected
afterwards. Doug Blackmore proposed
that a pool of 8 engines will be
maintained – he will be contributing 4
engines and hopes others will contribute.
Chris Brownhill and Len Bourel said they
would each contribute one engine
o It is intended that the engines would
have C/L venturis. If only R/C engines
are available (and replacement
venturis/needle valves cannot be
obtained), the carb will be wired open
and the rear-mounted needle valve will
be used.
o Only the Sig Shoestring and Buster kits
can be used. Aircraft parts can be
replaced with substitutes of the same
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Club T-shirts

T&D contest events

dimensions. The aircraft must be
decorated as a racing aircraft with
canopy, coloured finish and racing
number on both sides of the fuselage
and the top of the left wing.
o The landing gear can be modified
provided the wheels are 3” apart and at
least 1” in diameter. Len Bourel
suggested 1.5” for grass surfaces and 1”
for pavement.
o The Dubro 402 2oz tank must be used
and is to be mounted on the outside –
unfaired, unpainted, and exposed. A fuel
shut-off is allowed but is not mandatory.
Refuelling will be accomplished using only
a clear syringe.
o Controls must be mounted and routed on
the outside of the aircraft.
o 52’ x 0.015” lines will be used
o A commercially available 7x6 propeller
will be used.
o There is no BOM rule but a single plane
can only be entered once in a given race.
o 100 laps for qualifying heats with 2 pit
stops – 200 laps for finals with 4 pit
stops – all races with two or three
aircraft.
 Chris Brownhill moved and Doug Blackmore
seconded a motion that the Club would
purchase two additional LA .15 engines to
make up the full pool of 8 engines – carried.
 John McFayden distributed the club shirts
that were ordered previously - thanks to
John for organizing the purchase







FAI and 80 mph combat (Sat/Sun)
Profile and MAAC stunt (Sun)
Profile and Fun scale (Sat)
LA .15 Scale Racing (Sat)
John felt that we should limit the number
of non-combat events per day to two - the
two scale events essentially amount to a
single event
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Club to purchase two
OS LA .15 engines.

60th Anniversary
contest events

SOCC events

April meeting venue












FAI combat (Sat)
Old time stunt (Sat)
Vintage scale (Sat)
“Old” Plane fun-fly (Sun)
FAI and 80 mph combat (Sat/Sun)
MAAC and profile stunt (Sun)
Old Time stunt (Sat)
LA .15 Scale Racing (Sat)
Chris has lined up his church facilities for
this meeting. He will advise of the location.
The Building/Beauty contest will be held as
usual during this meeting.

Adjournment


Meeting adjournment was moved at 8:30 pm
by Len Bourel and seconded by John
McFayden – carried.

Special feature – Show’n’Tell
 Chris showed his 1.5x Skywriter for a .25 (original
was powered by an .09)
 The wing was cut by Jack Nagao as reported during
an earlier meeting and Chris lightened the wing by
cutting out the bays between ribs.

Special feature – Electric power primer
 Paul Emmerson provided a primer on electric power
for control-line
 Brushless motors, electronic speed controls, timers,
batteries, and chargers were covered by Paul.
 Timers are essential for control-line if electronic
throttle control is not used – otherwise the battery
will discharge below the safe level (3.0V/cell). The
timer and speed control maintain a consistent rpm
(with sensored motors).
 Advantages of electric power:
o Low noise and vibration
o No need to fuel-proof the aircraft and no
cleaning-up after a flying session
o Multi-engine aircraft are not as challenging
and electric motors are usually easier to cowl
(with cooling)
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Consistent power with rpm drop (warning)
near end of timed run
Considerations
o Provide cooling airflow and/or heat sink for
the electronic speed control and motor
o Li-poly batteries need to be treated with
care and respect – don’t physically damage
them – don’t discharge too far – store and
charge in a fire-proof bag/container (store
at around 3.9v/cell) – limit the charging and
discharging current based on the battery
ratings – don’t overheat
Paul also showed his test-stand
o





Building a 50’s era kit – by Rob Pringle
For the vintage scale event, bonus points are awarded if the aircraft is built from a pre-1970
plan or kit and uses a pre-1970 engine. I had picked up an “old” kit of unknown origin (no brand
name) for a Skyraider AD-4 from everyone’s favourite auction site some time ago so I thought I
would build this kit for the event. This model is rated for a .29 - .36 cu.in. engine and has a 36”
wingspan so I decided to use a Super Tigre .29 (FISE – not the rear valve racing model) that I
have had for many, many years but which did not seem to be particularly well suited to a “normal”
scale aircraft (no throttle) or a stunt/sport aircraft. The following ruminations summarize my
thoughts so far on the process of building this kit………..
The trials and tribulations of building a 1950’s control-line scale kit
 Wow – look at that nice spun-aluminum radial cowl – aren’t radial engines supposed to be round?
 How old is the kit? How do I find out? The person or company that produced it was not even proud
enough of their effort to sign the box or plans (or date them) - I don’t think I would have either!
 Finding an engine of comparable vintage that actually turns over. Confirming that the engine you found
might have enough power (when it turns over). When the kit calls for a .29 - .36, does it mean a 1950’s
.29-.36? How does a 40’s, 60’s, 70’s, 80’s (choose one) .29 - .36 compare? Oh well, some power is
good, more is better, and too much is just right (or so they say).
 But oh that nice spun-aluminum radial cowl…….
 Fuselage formers and keels made from some ancestor of lite-ply glued together with horse glue or
mucilage somewhat past their “best by” date– so fossilized that you can return these parts to their
original form (unlaminated) without working up a sweat – have to replace them I guess…
 Fuselage formers with longeron and motor mount notches that do not line up and, if used, would
result in a fuselage shaped somewhere between a banana and a Twizzler – have to replace these I
guess….
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But oh that nice spun-aluminum radial cowl…….
A fossilized plastic canopy that shows the effects of being made from a somewhat asymmetric form
with plastic from a cookie package - plus 50 years of heating/cooling cycles and not-so-gentle handling.
If a pilot sat under that, he would probably see three (or four) of everything in dubious focus - have to
replace that I guess
Plans that just maybe were printed on white paper originally (although you wouldn’t know it now as
they have developed a nice sepia patina)
Plans that don’t show (among many, many other things) what the wings and fuselage are to be covered
with – there’s enough sheet “balsa” to cover the wings (and I can’t see another use for it) with some
left over but the leftovers are not sufficient to cover the fuselage – going to be kind of draughty in
there…
Hmmm – that symbol that I assume denotes the intended centre of gravity is awfully far back.
Wing spars made of some exotic oriental wood (at least I think it’s wood) – so dehydrated that they
crack if you so much as look at them – have to replace them I guess…
But oh that nice spun-aluminum radial cowl…….
Where are the decals? Silly me – maybe decals weren’t invented yet!
Leadout guide/exits? What leadout guide? What exits? Where does it/they go? Leadouts? What
leadouts? I wonder if that piece of string in the box was supposed to be used for leadouts.
Interesting bellcrank – was the word “bushing” even in the dictionary of the day. Looks like they
stamped it out with a crowbar and a sledgehammer – have to replace it I guess – now where is it
supposed to go – can’t see it on the plan.
Why does the landing gear wire bend around the wheel when photographs show that it should extend
straight down? Oh but they did a pretty good job of bending it – even looks pretty square in all three
dimensions.
I guess that engine was produced before mufflers were invented. What’s that funny lever mounted on
the front of the crank case? Why does the propeller have only one blade? (Just joking – I’ve always
had a thing for old Super Tigres – the ones made in Italy)
But oh that nice spun-aluminum radial cowl…….
Those engine mounts look iffy – feel like Gummi Bears – they even curve to match the fuselage sides
(OH - the fuselage sides are not THAT curved) – have to replace them I guess…
Oh boy – cloth elevator hinges – my favourite – or at least I think they were cloth at some point in the
distant past – now they look like discarded wrappings form an Egyptian-era zombie.
This kit was apparently made in Japan and, also apparently, balsawood could not be found in Japan at
the time – so just what is the kit made of?
A plan that doesn’t match the kit parts. Do plans shrink? Or did the parts grow? Maybe when I taped
the pieces of the plan back together, I was a little fuzzy on the alignment (probably should have left the
wine alone until AFTER I did the taping…)
Nice script on what little text was placed on the plan – at least they labelled the engine – otherwise I
might not know where to put it - I guess the kit was not only designed to challenge your building skills –
but also to challenge your mystery-solving skills.
Did I happen to mention that nice spun-aluminum radial cowl?
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Meeting Report - April 12, 2017
Minutes of the BBMFC April 12, 2017 Meeting
Item
Discussion
Action
Meeting called to
order
Attendance
Minutes



by President Chris Brownhill at 7:25 pm




Financial report



15 members and guests were present
Acceptance of the minutes of the March 2017
meeting as published on the BBMFC web-site
was moved by Naomi Macklem and seconded by
John McFayden – carried.
Treasurer Naomi Macklem reported that the
Club’s account stands at $2,568.01.

Club Business
Transport Canada
interim order
respecting the use of
model aircraft
March 13, 2017










Anti-bullying and
discrimination policy





Chris Brownhill advised Club members that
Transport Canada has issued an order outlining
restrictions on the use of model aircraft which
can be seen at:
https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/mediaroom/interimorder-respecting-use-model-aircraft.html
The order places a number of restrictions on
the use of model aircraft.
However, Chris pointed out that the
restrictions do not apply to model aircraft
operated at events sanctioned by MAAC or at a
field registered to a Club chartered by MAAC.
Apparently, the exemption of the previous
point is contingent upon:
o each model aircraft being identified with
the name address, telephone number, and
MAAC number of the owner; and,
o the Club member operating the aircraft
having a paid-up MAAC membership and a
signed membership card.
Chris pointed out that the exemptions noted
above were achieved through the efforts of
MAAC President, Rodger Williams.
In accordance with a requirement of the City
of Toronto, the Club must approve and adopt
such a policy if the Club is to continue to enjoy
the use of the Centennial Park flying field.
John McFayden presented a policy that he had
drafted to meet the requirement. Naomi
Macklem moved that this policy be included as
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Club members to
familiarize
themselves with
this Interim
Order and abide
by its
requirements as it
affects their
flying activities.

All Club members
are required to
act in accordance
with this policy.


T&D Contest



Sport Race update





MAAC endurance
event






Club 60th Anniversary





a by-law attached to the Club’s constitution.
Len Bourel seconded this motion and it was
carried by a vote of 14-0.
The policy will be included on the Club’s
website.
Chris Brownhill reported that the T&D contest
has now been officially sanctioned by MAAC
Doug Blackmore advised that the LA .15
engines of the “pool” for this event were now
fully-equipped and had been tested. His opinion
was that they were all relatively easy to start.
Doug had fabricated wooden test stands for
bench-running LA .15 engines and offered
these free of charge to anyone interested in
having one.
Chris Brownhill reported that the modifications
to the rules for the endurance event, as
suggested by Doug Blackmore, had been
approved by the MAAC Committee
The final step in the approval process is the
approval by MAAC of Chris Brownhill’s report
as Chairman of the Control-line Committee
The rule modifications are posted on the MAAC
website.
Len Bourel requested that “old” models,
especially those that had not been flown for
some time, be brought to the Sunday “fun-fly”
portion of the 60th Anniversary event in
September – either to fly or to show.
Chris Brownhill suggested that Club members
get together for a dinner to celebrate the
Clubs 60th Anniversary.

Adjournment
Adjournment of the meeting was moved by
John McFayden and seconded by Len Bourel carried
Special feature – Show’n’Tell
 Club members who had brought models to enter in the Building/Beauty contest presented
their models along with other members who had brought models which were not entered in
the contest.
 Ted Smietana presented a Baby Ringmaster built by Veronica Styczen
 Greg Midura presented a control-line trainer built from a Polish design. This model featured
a removable wing and was powered by an OS LA .15.
 Tim Midura presented a hand-launched glider
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Chris Brownhill presented several models:
o a post-war “bubbletop” version of the venerable Walker Fireball, the first
commercially-produced kit for control-line flying. This model featured a hollowed
balsa–shell fuselage and is powered by an OS LA .15. Chris noted that Walker held a
patent on the bellcrank control system which could not be shown on plans until the
patent expired. Instead, control-line model designers would show other control
systems, including a pair of curved tubes that turned the leadouts 90 o from the lines
to connect to a control horn for pull-pull actuation.
o an old reverse-stagger bipe designed by Hal deBolt which Herb Ellis had built in 1948.
The model was complete and powered by a Hurricane .24 but the covering showed its
age. This model was set up to be flown clockwise around the flyer, using engine
torque to roll the plane to the outside of the circle and this raised an interesting
question (unanswered, at least by those in attendance) concerning why we fly counterclockwise today and when we started doing so.
o a 1952 full-fuselage design named the Spooky, powered by an OK Cub .09.
o a profile Curtis Goshawk built from an old kit and powered by an OS .25 FP. This
aircraft is resplendent in the colourful US Navy colour scheme of the era and
features full struts and a 3-D ring-type cowl.
Naomi Macklem presented two models:
o Her “Purple People Eater”, a Sig Twister with transparent purple covering that Naomi
has resurrected following a nose-dive into the tarmac last summer. John McFayden
had donated a new engine to replace the one damaged in the crash. This model is one
of a pair of twins now known as the “Twisted Sisters” – long may they rock’n’roll !!
o a Sig Buster built for the new LA .15 Sport Race event – naturally it has an OS LA .15
installed along with a very compact and stiff dural landing gear to minimize bounce on
landing.
Jack Nagao presented two models:
o His “Balsa Beaver”, a sorta-Super Ringmaster (although the wing proportions were
good-naturedly questioned) featuring a hollow-block fuselage embossed with its name.
This model also features fancy 60th Anniversary markings including transparent wing
numerals behind which are flashing coloured lights. A 3-D beaver adorns each side of
the fin and another beaver pilots the aircraft although Jack pointed out that he is
perennially irritated by some balsa chips that he inadvertently carried with him when
he entered the cockpit.
o A Hughes H1 racing aircraft, the first aircraft produced by Howard Hughes company
an an aircraft that was embrassingly faster than any US front-line military aircraft.
This model is powered by an OS/Graupner Wankel .30 rotary engine and features
radio-controlled and servo-operated throttle, flaps, and ailerons (to accomplish some
“wing waggling”). In attempting to reproduce the partially chrome finish, Jack found
that his first try, with Lustrekote over Duplicolour paints, turned gray. He
proceeded to strip the finish to the primer and used Rustoleum chrome paint instead
– this time it turned out very well.
John McFayden presented his new Shark stunter, to be powered by a Stalker .76 engine.
This is a large model constructed to a high standard and with perfectly aligned components
thanks to Len Bourel’s building board/jig system. John reported that this model weighs a
mere 37 oz in its unpainted polyspan-covered state and is to receive a dope finish.
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Doug Blackmore presented his unfinished Sig Buster for the LA .15 Sport Event, complete
with engine shut-off and detailed tank plumbing. This model sparked some discussion and
advice on the best location for the centre-of-gravity (nose heavy is better than tail heavy lol)
and on his fairly long music wire landing gear. Some members thought the model would tend
to bounce due to the long landing gear and suggested shortening it but others felt the fact it
was fabricated from 1/8” music wire should reduce its flexibility and tendency to cause
bouncing.

Special feature – Annual Building/Beauty Contest
Most of the models presented during the Show’n’tell session were entered in this contest in one
of several categories and, as usual, the winners were selected on points cast by secret ballot.
The winners, who received the customary certificates produced by Chris Brownhill, were as
follows:
Junior Control-line/RC
1. Greg Midura – Polish-design control-line trainer

Junior Free-flight
1. Tim Midura – Hand-launched glider

Open Control-line/RC
1. Jack Nagao – Hughes H-1

Tim Midura

Greg Midura

2. Naomi Macklem – Purple People Eater (Twister)
3. Chris Brownhill – Curtis Goshawk

Open Free-flight
No entries
At least an Honourable Mention should go to
John McFayden’s meticulously-constructed
Shark although it did not attract many votes,
possibly due to its unfinished state.
Special Feature – Vintage Scale Plans

Naomi Macklem
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Jack Nagao (R)
Chris Brownhill (L)

Well, this is the last set of minutes before the 60th Anniversary Old Time Scale event in
September so hopefully the last set of plans I am presenting below will act as a catalyst and
persuade you to put that leftover balsa you have lying around together with that old engine that
you have been itching to use and………..
I was hoping to have enough of my Skyraider together to bring it to the meeting but fate
intervened (aka the “Hangar Rash God”). I was sitting at my desk minding my own business when a
plastic box full of propellers mysteriously slipped of a shelf inches shy of the ceiling and
plummeted onto my workbench where, as luck would have it, lay my completed wing assembly. Of
course this dastardly box landed on the wing assembly which was not lying flat since it is
dihedralled and, to make things worse, was partially lying on a roll of tape. Crunch! Well the
design of this kit has some extensions of a fuselage former as the only thing connecting the wing
halves and, through the root ribs, there is only 3/8” x 1/8” plywood connecting things together. I
had put another 1/16” ply doubler on the other side of the former but after the fall, the dihedral
was a bit “variable” and there were a number of splits and dings in the wing sheeting. I could not
see the damage as it was hidden by the root ribs and landing gear plates so I flooded some CA
and later epoxy where I thought it was and fashioned some 1/8” aluminium wing joiners which I
epoxied through the root ribs and screwed through the wing spars and doublers. No more
variable dihedral. Of course to do the above, I had to remove bits and pieces of sheeting to get
access to drill and screw so now I had a bit of a patching job to do on the wing sheeting. Anyway,
the wings are back approximately where they were before, the box of propellers has been
admonished and glued to the shelf, and I am now jigging up the wings, motor/tank/bellcrank
assembly and fuselage keels and formers. Hopefully by September…..
Enough of “Tales from the Crying Chair” (For those who don’t know, a crying chair is where a
boatbuilder laments the fact that he measured once, said “To hell with it” and cut instead of
measuring twice and cutting once.) and on to the plans.
All or most of these were downloaded from one of the following three sites – AeroFred,
HipPocketAeronautics, or Outerzone and many plans are available as full-size pdf files. If you
are interested in the “pre 70’s” design bonus, check to make sure these plans are dated
accordingly. Following Chris’ expose on Jim Walker and the bellcrank patent, I belatedly noticed
that on the Culver Cadet plans in the January minutes, the bellcrank is AWOL but the leadout
guide and elevator control horn are present and accounted for.
(Plans on next page – something for everyone)
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Bleriot (Musciano - .14-.23 engine)

Spad XIII (Musciano - .14-.23 engine)

P-51 Mustang (Musciano - .29-.45 engine)

Northrop Delta (Musciano - .19 engine)

Minnow (Berkely - .19-.29 engine)

Globe Swift (Buxton - .29 engine)

Cessna 195 (Berkely - .19-.29 engine)

Hurricane (Mansfield - .29 engine)
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Meeting Report - October 11, 2017
Item

Minutes of the BBMFC October 11, 2017 Meeting
Discussion

Meeting called to order




Attendance



Minutes



Financial report









by President Chris Brownhill at 8:04 pm
The regular meeting room was found to be
inaccessible due to renovation – ironically, the
renovations were scheduled to be completed the
next day. Unfortunately, advance notice of the
meeting room’s unavailability had not been
provided. Chris graciously invited the members to
his house to hold the meeting.
10 members and guests were present. Among
these was Alan’s father, Bernie Diamond, a past
modeller.
Acceptance of the minutes of the April 2017
meeting as published on the BBMFC web-site was
moved by Doug Blackmore and seconded by Paul
Emmerson – carried
Chris reported that Naomi Macklem had resigned
as Treasurer in August. Chris has been filling in as
interim Treasurer since then, as he has access to
the Club’s bank accounts, but does not feel he
should continue in this role to ensure that access
to the Club’s finances is decentralized. Chris
advised that a new treasurer will be sought
through the Club election of the executive at the
November meeting. Chris is in the process of
arranging to obtain the financial records from
Naomi.
Chris confirmed that the fiscal year of the Club
ends October 31st so that current Club
memberships are valid until October 31st.
As interim Treasurer, Chris reported that the Club’s
coffers stand at $1,867.10 after accounting for the
trophies for the 60th Anniversary event in
September.
Chris reported that $361 was collected and
donated to the Weston-King Community Centre as
a result of the 60th Anniversary event.

Club Business
60th Anniversary Club Party






Chris suggested that we assemble at the Olive
Restaurant for a Party to commemorate the Club’s
60th Anniversary this year. (post meeting note –
the date has been set for Sunday, November 19th
at 4 pm – please RSVP to Chris Brownhill
(cbrownhill@sympatico.ca) by November 12)
The restaurant is near East Mall and North Queen
Street and meals may be ordered from the menu.
Chris will arrange a showing of movies of Club
contests from the past provided a projector can be
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Action

2017 Contest Wrap-up





2018 Contest Calendar



obtained – these movies have been converted to
digital format by Jack Humphreys. Chris will also
provide a copy of these to Doug Blackmore, the
Club’s “webmaster” for our YouTube channel.
Chris reported a generally successful contest
season including:
o New Year’s Day Fun Fly
o Toronto & District (T&D) – Saturday provided
good weather and the Scale, OT Stunt, and
Combat events were completed.
Unfortunately Sunday began with heavy rain
so the other stunt events were postponed to
be combined with the Niagara Falls Summer
Stunt contest.
o Brodak event in Pennsylvania - attended by
Chris, Len Bourel, Naomi Macklem, Doug
Blackmore, and John McFayden. Doug (pit)
and Len (pilot) won the Sport Race Event.
o Doug also attended the Triple X combat event
and recorded video which he has posted on
the Club’s YouTube channel
o Niagara Falls Summer Stunt contest –
somewhat windy but the event was completed
along with the postponed events from the
T&D
o Niagara Falls Scale Meet
o SOCC at the Beanfield – the weather
cooperated and Stunt (including the FAI Team
Trials), Combat, and Sport Race events were
held
o Flying Follies at the Beanfield – more windy
weather
o 60th Anniversary Event – OT Stunt, OT Scale,
Limited Stunt, Sport Race (500 laps) and F2D
Combat events were held. Chris was
pleasantly surprised by the encouragingly high
number of entries in the fledgling OT Scale
event.
o Ringmaster Flyathon – very windy although
165 flights were posted by the Club. Some
“excitement” resulted from an unknown
spectator wandering into the flying circle while
a flight by Paul Emmerson was in progress –
fortunately, he realized his “error” and
managed to exit the circle without incident
It was also noted that an "Indoor Stunt Fun Fly
Series" was organized by the "MP Stunt Academy"
(Matt Piatkowski) at the Etobicoke Olympium over
the winter - Paul Emmerson attended.
Chris suggested we defer discussion of contest
dates for 2018 until the November meeting since a
few key Club members were absent.
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2018 Field Permit



Flying field condition



Club Executive election




Chris is preparing the Field Permit application for
2018. He suggested that the Club attempt to
promote the hobby and Club membership,
particularly Junior members, for 2018.
The flying field was generally in good condition
over the summer, particularly the latter part as
heavy and frequent rain occurred during the early
part
The new asphalt held up well over the season.
Club elections will be held at the November
meeting.

Adjournment


Meeting adjournment was moved by John Easton
and seconded by Doug Blackmore – carried.
Special feature – tour of Chris Brownhill’s workshop
 Chris graciously invited the members for a guided tour of his (relatively) spacious
and “busy” workshop.
 He provided a donated 1/2A model to Alan and found some spare crankcase
parts that may meet Jack Nagao’s need to develop a crankshaft extension to
facilitate a mid-fuselage engine in his P-39 Airacobra
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Club members to seek
out prospective new
members

Club members to
consider running for
“office”

Meeting Report - November 8, 2017
Item

Minutes of the BBMFC November 8, 2017 Meeting
Discussion

Meeting called to order
Attendance
Minutes





Financial report





by President Chris Brownhill at 7:45 pm
13 members and guests were present.
Acceptance of the minutes of the October 2017
meeting as published on the BBMFC web-site was
moved by John Easton and seconded by Allan
Diamond – carried
Chris (as interim Treasurer pending the election of a
replacement) reported that the Club’s coffers stand
at $1,744.80.
Acceptance of the Treasurer’s report was moved by
John McFayden and seconded by Bill Bowmer –
carried.

Club Business
Annual dues



Club 60th Anniversary
lunch



Awards

Chris accepted club membership application forms
and dues in his capacity as interim treasurer.

Chris reminded the members to RSVP concerning the
planned 60th Anniversary lunch November 19th and
several members confirmed their attendance.
 Outstanding awards from the 2017 flying season were
presented.
 Presented by President Chris Brownhill:
o “Rat Race” Marathon (500 lap) Trophy - to Len
Bourel (pilot) & Doug Blackmore (pit crew)

o



Beaver Cup (recognizes the outstanding Club
member of the year)– to Doug Blackmore – in
recognition of his successful endurance record
challenges, his extensive work on the Club
website, and his consistent and successful
participation in contests and other events.

Presented by John McFayden:
o Robert Kolarik Memorial Trophy (F2B Trials
Champion) – to Peter Hanson
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Action

Election of 2018 Club
Executive



Presented by Peter Hanson (whose company, Hanson
International, provided the trophies):
o Sport Race Championship – to Len Bourel and
Doug Blackmore



Chris reprised the 2017 Executive and outlined the
positions available.
Re-election for 2018 of the existing Executive slate
plus Paul Emmerson (nominated for the vacant
position of Treasurer) was moved by Doug Blackmore
and seconded by Len Bourel – carried:
o President – Chris Brownhill
o Vice-president – John McFayden
o Treasurer – Paul Emmerson
o Secretary – Rob Pringle
o Contest Coordinator – Chris Hubbard
o Control Line Rep – Len Bourel
o Junior Rep - open
o Den Mother* – Naomi Macklem
* Unofficial position – duties to be determined
The following dates were proposed (or noted) by
Chris Brownhill for the 2018 contest season:
o Toronto & District (T&D) – June 2,3
o Brodak – June 11-16
o XXX Kombat – June 23,24
o Niagara Falls Scale Meet and LA .15 Scale Race –
July 7 (back-up July 8)
o Niagara Falls Summer Stunt – July 28 (back-up
July 29)
o Southern Ontario Control-line Championships
(SOCC) – August 11,12
o Flying Follies (Beanfield) – September 1,2,3
o Anniversary Event – September 22,23
o Ringmaster Flyathon – October 6-7
John McFayden inquired about the dates for the
Control-Line World Championship – these will be held
July 13-21 and do not conflict with any club events.
Chris opened a discussion of possible changes to the
contest events for 2018



Contest dates for 2018
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Chris to confirm
Beanfield dates with
Brad Lapointe

o





December meeting




Len Bourel proposed reviving Jim Walker
(temporarily replacing Old Time Stunt) at the
SOCC
o Chris Brownhill proposed repeating Old Time
Scale (temporarily replacing Profile Scale) at the
T&D
o Peter Hanson asked about scheduling a fourth
Sport Race event – it has provisionally been
added to the Niagara Falls Scale Meet date July 7
o Chris will contact Brad Lapointe to confirm the
dates at his venue (the Beanfield)
Chris opened a discussion concerning the future of
the Balsa Beaver Cup (no more room for winner’s
names).
He proposed that a second base layer be added.
Chris will obtain a price from the outfit that has done
our previous trophy work. If the price is excessive,
we will investigate amateur (Club member) options.
Chris noted that the “traditional” swap meet would
be held at the December meeting.
Chris also noted that he may be on jury duty for that
date and someone else may need to chair the
meeting.

Chris to obtain price for
additional base layer.

Adjournment


Meeting adjournment was moved at 8:55 pm by John
McFayden and seconded by Bill Bowmer – carried.
Special feature – The Jim Walker event
Some club members may not be familiar with the Jim Walker event to be included in the SOCC for 2018 so it is
worthwhile to provide some basic information on this event in an attempt to stimulate interest. The complete
rules for the event, along with some explanation, can be found on the MAAC website at:
https://secure.maac.ca/get_document.php?document_id=7
In brief, the scoring for the event includes 4 elements:
1. Concours d’Elegance – realism, scale appearance, finish and construction, and originality for a total of 30
points;
2. Stunt - some basic stunts that do not require a lot of skill and practising: take-off and level flight,
wingovers, loops, horizontal or lazy eights, and spot landing for a total of 30 points;
3. Speed - handicapped by engine size for a total of 30 points. Unfortunately the rules as published on the
MAAC website do not specify the number of laps to be flown and the line length and diameter (as
determined by engine size) – only the conversion of speed to scoring points is provided.
4. Contestant’s option worth 10 points for ingenuity, level of difficulty, and success.
The original intent of the event was to assess the abilities of the model to address the 4 scoring elements rather
than focussing on the skills and experience of the pilot. Interestingly, Jack Humphries helped to draft the original
rules. To address all 4 elements requires a degree of compromise in the design and power-plant. A semi-scale
stunt model would sacrifice speed points (although engine power/speed could be increased). A fast, semi-scale
sport model might sacrifice stunt points (I believe Len Bourel has used a Goodyear-style model to which he added
flaps). A combat model would sacrifice realism and scale appearance points. Recall that some flying wing designs
that might be suitable as a starting point for a Jim Walker model were presented in the April 2016 minutes.
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An example of a compromise design is the Supermarine 6 7/8, a take-off from the Supermarine S6B aircraft that
secured the Schneider Trophy for the UK. The following article by Jack Humphries from the March 1961 issue of
Model Airplane News presents this design and also provides some interesting discussion of the event.
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Special feature – Vintage Scale
The Club’s experiment with the Vintage Scale event proved to be quite successful at the Anniversary event in
2017, attracting more entries than many other events. To “whet your appetite” in the direction of a new Vintage
Scale model for 2018 (I have two under construction, including the Skyraider I talked about previously), here are a
couple of additional designs from the internet:
Hawker Tempest (1949 Aeromodeller Plan)
Hall Springfield Bulldog (profile)
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Meeting Report - December 13, 2017
Minutes of the BBMFC December 13, 2017 Meeting
Item
Discussion
Action
Meeting called to order
Attendance
Minutes





Financial report




by President Chris Brownhill at 7:35 pm
11 members and guests were present.
Acceptance of the minutes of the November
2017 meeting as published on the BBMFC
web-site was moved by Chris Hubbard and
seconded by John McFayden – carried
Treasurer Paul Emmerson reported that the
Club’s coffers stand at $1,737.30.
Acceptance of the Treasurer’s report was
moved by John McFayden and seconded by
Chris Hubbard – carried.

Club Business
Balsa Beaver Cup
rehabilitation



Jack Nagao added a new layer to the Cup
trophy to accommodate nameplates for
future winners. The members present
applauded Jack for his excellent
workmanship.

Field permit



Chris Brownhill reported that the field
permit has been extended to April 30, 2018.

Club Constitution



Chris located the “current” Club
Constitution and updated it to modern norms
and circumstances. A current Constitution
is required to deal with financial
institutions. Key modifications included:
o Gender-neutral language;
o Dues for Junior members fixed at $5
but dues for Open members left up to
the discretion of the Club;
o Deletion of attendance requirements
for Members to remain in good
standing;
o A discrimination, bullying, and
harassment policy is included as a Club
by-law in accordance with the
requirements of the City field permit;
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Termination of the Club will now result
in any outstanding financial resources
being transferred to MAAC or an
aviation-oriented charitable
organization.
Chris had requested the Club members to
review his proposed changes – all members
present indicated they had no comments.
Stephen Szikora reviewed the Constitution
from a legal perspective and found no fatal
flaws.
Approval of the revised Constitution was
moved by John Easton and seconded by
Doug Blackmore – carried.
The revised Constitution was duly signed by
the Secretary to meet financial and other
requirements.
Chris confirmed the contest schedule as
reported in the minutes of the November
meeting. This schedule will be placed on the
website.
Stephen Szikora brought back some FAI
swag for the participants in the successful
2017 control-line endurance record attempt
(Doug and Daniel Blackmore and Len Bourel).
Stephen Szikora, a Club member, but also
president of the Aero Club of Canada,
provided some interesting background on
the relationships between the various
aviation organizations in Canada, MAAC and
the Aero Club of Canada, and the
international FAI.
o









2018 contest schedule



Other business





Adjournment
Meeting adjournment was moved at 8:35 pm
by John Easton and seconded by Ted
Smietana – carried.
Special feature – Christmas Treats
 Chris Brownhill provided Christmas treats for the Club members.
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Special feature – Show’n’Tell
 Jack Nagao presented the almost-completed wing for his control-line Avro Lancaster. This
ambitious multi-engine project features a 49” wingspan, four OS LA .10 motors, throttle
control, and formed plastic engine nacelles.

Special feature – Annual Christmas Swap Shop
 The traditional Annual Christmas Swap Shop was held, providing opportunities for selfdirected Christmas presents. Chris provided some donated rubber-powered kits and
miscellaneous tools and hardware with proceeds from their sale going to the Club. Jack
Nagao was selling some OS engines and miscellaneous hardware. Many of the items
offered found new homes. John McFayden was wondering aloud how his wife might react
to receiving an OS engine for Christmas (perhaps hoping she would benevolently return it
to him). One quip heard in response was that perhaps she would have her jeweller
convert the piston into a pendant, thus thwarting his seemingly-nefarious scheme.
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Special feature – Jim Walker event
I found the notes below in my files – just in case there are members who have not seen
them.
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Also found a few pictures of Jim Walker (I believe) models from a previous Club contest
event, showing the variety of model types and design approaches.

Len Bourel (Rossi .15)

Paul Smith (Nelson .15)

Keith Morgan (I think)

Tom Morgan (OS LA .46)
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Mike Allen (I think) (OS FP .40)

